RADIO PARTS GROUP

NEW PRODUCT BULLETIN
AVS5800B

5.8GHz Wireless
Audio Video
Sender Kit
Code: 64600200

Watch PAY TV in multiple rooms using only one box!

Interference Free, from the crowded 2.4GHz band
5.8GHz Wireless Audio Video Sender Kit
If you have always wanted to distribute audio and
video to a second room but have avoided doing so
because of the cost and difficulties surrounding
running cables, the easy answer has arrived. The
5.8GHz Wireless A/V Sender with I/R Extender
transmits clear audio and visual signals over radio
frequency, so there are no wires to run, and since
this is the first ever 5.8GHz band product of its
kind, you’ll avoid the interference associated with
crowded lower-frequency band applications, such
as 802.11b wireless LAN, cordless phones, and
microwaves. You’ll even be able to control your
components using your existing remote, since the
5.8GHz Wireless A/V Sender includes an IR extender,
transmitting your signals to the receiver in the room
with your components.

Δ Watch DVDs, Digital TV, Pay TV and more from any
room in your home.

Δ 5.8GHz bandwidth - provides higher quality signal

strength and quality compared to tradition 2.4GHz AV
senders

Δ Built-in IR receiver - allows you to use your existing

remote controls from any room to operate your devices.

Δ 4 selectable channels - avoids interference from other
receivers

Δ Up to 90 metres - with clear line of sight between the
transmitter and receiver!

Δ Crystal clear video and high fidelity stereo
The extra powerful 5.8GHz transmission strength
allows you to enjoy perfect picture and sound

Δ Long transmission range
Huge range ‑ up to 90 m feet with clear
line-of- sight

Δ Interference free
Avoid interference from the crowded 2.4GHz band
(WiFi, Bluetooth, Cordless phones, and more...)

Δ Multi-receiver support - Spare receivers available!
Add more receivers to expand your coverage!
Model: AVS5800BSP

1. Connect source to transmitter

Contents:

2. Connect TV to receiver

1x Transmitter
1x Receiver
1x IR extender
2x 9V DC power supplies
2x RCA leads
User manual

3. Connect IR extender to Transmitter
4. Use your sources remote!

Disclaimer:
Under current regulations operating this device in Australia does not comply with ACMA (The
Australian Media Authority) regulations of approved frequencies for analogue transmitters.
It may be legally sold in Australia for operation in the USA and other countries where the FCC
regulations allow operation by small transmitter devices on the 5.8GHz analogue band.
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WATCH PAY TV IN MULTIPLE ROOMS USIN
5.8GHz Wireless Audio Video Sender Kit
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